Chapter 6

SONIFICATIONS WITH CAPITAL MARKET TRADING
DATA
The flexibility of money, as with so many of its qualities, is most clearly and
emphatically expressed in the stock exchange, in which the money economy is
crystallized as an independent structure just as political organisation is
crystallized in the state. The fluctuations on exchange prices frequently indicate
subjective-psychological motivations, which, in their crudeness and independent
movements, are totally out of proportion in relation to objective factors.
(Simmel 1900/1979: 326)

6.1

Introduction

There are many reasons, both sociological and technical, why capital markets1
are an interesting application–domain for sonification. Sociologically, they
have become a powerful, some might say almost religious contemporary
force, even as their overtly emotional expressive open-outcry marketplaces
have become, or are quickly becoming, virtualised gatherings of disembodied
screen traders. Sonification of the activities of these markets thus functions as
a form of re-embodiment. While such sociological considerations form the
background and motivations for the current work, the focus here is more
technical.
Despite intensive study, a comprehensive understanding of the structure
of capital markets exchange trading data remains elusive. As will be
discussed, there is only one known application of audification to market price
data, and it reported “results proved difficult to interpret, probably because
the stock market does not follow physical-acoustic resonance laws” (Frysinger
1990). This chapter reports a new investigation into the application of
audification and other sonification techniques to capital markets exchange
trading data. It is envisaged that the approach outlined and informal results
obtained will be followed by detailed empirical studies that may show a
wider application of the techniques, both with capital markets exchange
1

The nomenclatures used for various kinds of markets is somewhat convoluted and are
often misused. A stock market is for trading equities, namely ownership interests in
companies. A financial market is an institutional structure or mechanism for creating or
exchanging financial assets, namely those that are real such as land, buildings,
equipment, patents. The term capital market is used generally to refer to markets for
stocks, bonds, derivatives and other investments and it is this term we adopt here, or the
less formal The Market. Both are generic terms signifying all regulated exchanges and
their activities.
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trading data and other similarly structured time-series data; from
electoencephalography and hierarchical networks, such as those arising from
social affiliation (Sornette 2003: 171-227).

6.2 The sonification task
As will be detailed, the statistical analysis of trading data, and stochastic
modelling using it, is an ongoing area of research in finance. Two principal
concerns are ways to accurately describe the way prices are distributed
statistically and whether or not, and to what extent, auto-correlation exists
and can be detected, even pre-empted market prices evolve. Understanding
the accuracy of the description of price distribution is important for the risk
analysis of various trading instruments in the longer term, and understanding
the inherent autocorrelation is important in attempts to predict future,
especially catastrophic, events.
The power of visual representation to enhance and deepen the
understanding of phenomena and their abstractions is undisputed. Yet, as
with many time-domain processes, visual representation does not reveal the
structure of the data. For example, of the two graphs shown in Figure 6.1, one
is of a real market data, the other generated using Brownian motion: an
independent (uncorrelated) random walk in which the size and direction of
the next (price) move is independent of the previous move(s).2. Mandelbrot
poses the following question: “Is it possible to visually distinguish which is
which?”Arguably the most experienced researcher in the field, he argues it is
not (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2004: 16-18).
This question leads to a sonification question, which the research
reported in this chapter seeks to answer: Are there ways of presenting trading
data that enable its structural characteristics to be perceived aurally? If so, can
real trading data be distinguished from a stochastic simulation of it?
The importance of understanding the data itself before attempting to
sonify it has been emphasised by many authors. Sarah Bly (1994) enunciated
the imperative:

2

A statistical analysis of time series data is concerned with the distribution of values
without taking into account their sequence in time. Decorrelation changes the sequence of
values in a time series and so completely destroys any spectral information, while
preserving its statistical properties.
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Whatever the technique, a first concern is to understand as much as possible
about the data itself...With multivariate data, it is important to know not only the
relationships between various variables but also which variables are
predominant in carrying the information about that data (Bly 1994).

And more than a decade later, John Flowers again emphasised the need to
proceed judiciously rather than hoping to ‘get rich quick’:
There may be some auditory analogies to visual plot clustering (auditory
scatterplots offer a primitive example) but it will take a great deal of display
engineering, and judicious variable selection to make this principle apply to
more complex multivariate data. Insightful data groupings are not likely to pop
out by simply submitting a multivariate set to a sonification engine and “plotting
everything.” (Flowers 2005).

Figure 6.1. One of these graphs is of real a market, the other of Brownian motion.
Are there distinguishing characteristics? (after Mandelbrot 2004: 16-18)

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. An overview of the capital
markets, the types of data generated by them and a description of how that
data is used by various groups in the marketplace is followed by a general
description of attempts to quantitatively simulate the structure of that data.
Previous related sonification studies are reviewed, including those of stockmarket data, of time series data, audification of statistical functions. Finally
the chapter reports of a some experiments to investigate whether audification
and some other sonification techniques can be used to distinguish market
data from simple stochastic time series and decorrelated versions of the data
itself.
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6.3 An overview of capital markets
Capital markets are (increasingly virtual) places where companies and traders
converge around an exchange to raise new investment capital and investors
and speculators trade exchange-registered securities such as stocks, bonds
and futures contracts. These exchanges have strict government-regulated
mechanisms for such activity and the community of freely participating
individuals around them communicate more-or-less informally with each
other and formally through exchange-registered brokers who themselves
provide information to their clients about specific trading activity as well as
about other more general environmental (financial, political, meteorological
etc) conditions that may affect an individual’s trading decisions. Such
decisions, enacted by the brokers, cause excitations of the trading system,
known colloquially as a ‘trading engine’, which in turn produces data records
of its activities. Some of that data, or summaries of it, is fed back for the
information of market participants.
In turn, these marketplaces operate as systems within national and
global economies; international companies may be listed on more than one
exchange. Each exchange’s trading system is designed to be acephalously
appropriate for the types of securities that are traded on it: shares, bonds,
currencies, futures and other derivatives, for example. Exchanges (Bourses in
Europe) can be general, such as the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) and
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or confined to specific types of
securities such as the London Metals Exchange (LME) and the Chicago Board
of Trade (CBOT), which specialise in commodities.

6.3.1

Systemic description of a capital market

A capital market can be modelled as a dynamic feedback system within an
environment, as idealised in Figure 6.2.

!" "
The dotted loop signifies system feedback. E (s,t) represents the
!
excitation vector of the system from the environment at time t !T . s is an n-

dimensional vector in space S.
!" "
The response vector R(s,t) represents the output of the system to its
environment. This model, after Nigam (1983: 5), relates the excitation to the
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response through an equation of the form L(a, d , s,t)[R(s,t)] = E (s,t) , where L( )
!
is a mathematical operator, a a vector containing known system parameters,
!
and d a vector containing the design variables. The response of the system to
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excitation can be symbolically expressed as R(d , s,t)] = L!1[E (s,t)] , where L!1

represents the inverse operator.
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Figure 6.2. An idealised feedback environment.

engine at time t, which individual
market participants make use of, as
ENT
appropriate for the trading principles by which they operate, as outlined in
ENVIRONMENT
§6.3.4, below.

6.3.2

Trading data

ENVIRONM

ENT
Trading engines need to be fast, efficient and accurate. They generate large
ENVIRONMENT
quantities of data, reflecting the shifting moment-to-moment situation of the
order book of each of their trading securities as potential buyers and sellers
adjust their declared positions, and trades are eventually undertaken. A
medium-sized exchange such as the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX)
processes approximately two million trades a month: an average of 100,000
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trades a day3. Security Trading datasets are sets of time-ordered trading
events having a number of empirical dimensions, such as price and volume4,
depending on the particular type of security being traded (share, futures,
options etc) and from which other data may be derived. Appendix 3 contains
an overview of the different the types of data generated by a trading engine,
including the data types used in the studies for in this chapter.

6.3.3

Indices: accumulations of trading data

In addition to operational statistics and the trading data itself, various
weighted accumulations of it, called indices, are compiled moment–to–
moment from the trading data, providing the marketplace with various
indicators of the state of the market in real-time. Today, these indices are
coordinated to assist global trading.5

6.3.4

Methods used by market participants

The actions of market participants, both of individual investors and those
who manage other people's funds, is related to the methods by which they
make their trading decisions:6
1. Fundamental analysis studies the economic forces of supply and demand
that affect the performance of companies and economies in general. It
seeks to examine all the relevant factors affecting the price of a security in
a market so as to determine its intrinsic value both at the time of the
analysis and at some generally specified time in the future. Working on
the principle that the market will ‘discover’ true value prices,
fundamentalists make buy and sell trade recommendations on the basis of
whether the current market price is under value or over value as revealed
by their analysis against historically-correlated company indicators such
3

4

5

6

A breakdown of recent ASX trading volumes is available from their website, currently at
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/statistics/TradingVolumes.jsp
The term ‘volume’ is used throughout to mean ‘trading volume’ not as a psychoacoustic
parameter.
GICS (Global Industry Classification Standard) consists of 10 Sectors aggregated from 24
Industry Groups, 67 Industries, and 147 Sub-Industries currently covering over 27,000
companies globally. See http://www2.standardandpoors.com/portal
/site/sp/en/au/page.family/indices_ei/2,3,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.html

A common distinction between traders and investors is that traders are usually shortterm speculators on an instrument’s price movement whilst investors have longer-term
goals. The distinction is not relevant here as ‘taking a position’ on an instrument, for
whatever reason, involves stimulating the trading engine, so ‘trading’ is used as the
generic term. Murphy (1999) is well-recognised text.
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as Price-Earning (PE) ratio and Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT).
Fundamentalists tend to use long timeframes as a general guides in their
modelling, so their interest in trading data is simply as reports of market
prices, and not how the market arrived at that price7. Most managers of
large Funds base their decisions on fundamental analysis. So, because the
effects of their decisions on the market can be significant, quantitative and
technical analysts maintain a residual interest in the published predictions
of fundamentalists.
2. Chart reading is a collection of heuristic techniques based on feature
analysis of charts by which chart-readers (chartists) identify patterns in the
visual display of data and speculate on the consequent movement of the
market prices based on similar pattern formations in the past8. Similar
patterns (chiefly of price and volume formation in time) can be observed
in charts of all markets across all time-frames. Chart-reading has a long
history9 and has gained increased popularity with the advent of personal
computers and the availability of trading data and charting software.
More advanced chart-reading techniques include Ralph Elliot's wave
principle, first published by Charles Collins in 1938 (Murphy 1999: 319342) and William Gann's squaring of price and time (Gann, 1942).
3. Technical Analysis is the analysis of market data with technical indicators,
so called, so as to highlight different features of the data. Charles Dow's
1884 Theory of Averages, is credited as the beginning of technical analysis
as it is known today. (Murphy 1999: 23-30). Indicators include moving
averages, Bollinger bands (a measure of standard deviation), On-BalanceVolume and oscillators of various kinds. Today, the term technical
analysis is used to cover both chart reading and indicator use and is taught
as such in professional courses10
4. Quantitative Analysis begins with Bachelier's speculation that the market
is efficient and thus price movement must be a random walk (Bachelier
1900/1967). The mathematics of a random walk was well known and an
analysis of markets in terms of it enabled the construction of portfolios of

7
8
9
10

The ‘classic’ text is Graham and Dodd (1934/1962).
Mandelbrot describes these techniques as “folkloric” (1997: 65).
For example, continuous charts for Japanese rice markets go back to the 1600s.
Such as those run by organizations such as The Australian Technical Analysis Association
(www.ataa.com.au). The ‘classic’ text is Edwards and Magee (1948/2001).
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stocks with defined risk profiles. Benoir Mandelbrot's study of price action
in cotton (1997: 430) led him to question this received wisdom, and to
develop another mathematics, which he called "fractal" to accommodate
his analytic findings. Fractal mathematics has become a widely applicable
tool in many fields, both analytic and generative, and continues to be the
basis of contemporary quantitative analysis. The first case study, detailed
below, is concerned with the application of sonification to such
quantitative analysis.
5. Heterodox selection methods include random choice, also known as
‘dartboard trading’, astrology, numerology and other such the divination
practices11.
Motivated by the need to know why a market will move in one direction or
another, fundamentalists study what they believe are the underlying causes of
market movement. On the other hand, technicians, believing that all they
need to know is reflected in the trading data, study the effects. The two
approaches can contradict each other because
[M]arket price tends to lead the known fundamentals. Stated another way, market price
acts as a leading indicator of the fundamentals or the conventional wisdom of the
moment. While the known fundamentals have already been discounted and are
already "in the market," prices are now reacting to unknown fundamentals. Some
of the most dramatic bull and bear markets in history have begun with little or
no perceived change in the fundamentals. By the time those changes become
known, the new trend is under way (Murphy 1999:6, his italics).

From a technical analyst’s perspective, given the premise that the market
leads the fundamentals, the fundamentals are reflected in the market price so
their independent study becomes unnecessary, at least for speculative
trading. On the other hand, radical fundamentalists consider that the
technician's study of charts of previous price action and their speculation
about future price movement on the basis of that study is a little too close to
astrology, and quantitative analysts (‘quants’) generally used statistical
analysis and stochastics to model the risk profiles of market indices, segments
and individual securities as accurately as possible so as to assist in the
construction of various types of portfolios.
To underestimate the risk of a portfolio is to court calamity, while
overestimating it invites lower returns than might have otherwise been
11

Sceptics would include fund managers, journalists–in fact all those who attempt to
predict future prices–as closer to divination than they might be prepared to admit.
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possible. This is still and area of active research (Farmer, Patelli and Zovko
2005) and the next section provides enough of an introduction to the problem
domain to make the sonification case studies that follow understandable. A
more comprehensive introduction to the time-variant characteristics of real
markets and their stochastic approximations can be found in Mandelbrot
(1997). This brief summary of the historical development of market data
analysis is derived principally from Peters (1991), (Mandelbrot and Hudson
(2004) and Sorbenette (2003). Edgard Peters work is of historical interest
because it was written during the foundational research in complexity
economics at the Santa Fe Institute (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2004: 261)
during the same period leading up to the seminal conference in auditory
display held there in October 1992. Unfortunately however, the two groups
did not know of each other (Kramer 2008).

6.4 Capital Market Time Series
As market-time unfolds, the price of a traded security ‘wanders’ from value to
value. This is known mathematically as a stochastic process, or a random
function. Amongst the simplest types of such stochastic processes is a random
walk, called so because it may be thought of as a simplified model for an
individual walking on a line who at each point of time either takes one step to
the right with probability p or one step to the left with probability (1–p).
Appendix 4 provides a succinct summary the basic principles of probability,
statistics and time–series relevant to the present capital market time series
studies. Because the domain over which this function is defined is a time
interval, and prices move discretely (step from one value to another), this
random function is also known as a discrete time series and securities trading
datasets can thus be classified as discrete multidimensional time series whose
moment-to-moment behaviour is analogous to geometric Brownian motion12.

12

Named in honor of the botanist Robert Brown who in 1827 studied the movement of
pollen in water and the movement of airborne dust. Brown did not explain the origin of
the motion. A Geometric Brownian motion is a stochastic process that is used to model
processes that can never take on negative values, which is a characteristic of securities
prices. The best-known stochastic process is the Wiener process, which is used for
modeling Brownian motion and other diffusion processes. See Appendix A5.2 for more
detail. It is widely applied in financial mathematics to model the evolution of security
prices, including the ubiquitous Black-Scholes equations for continuous options pricing.
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In 1900, Louis Bachelier13, using methods that had been created for analysing
gambling, conjectured that price fluctuations in day–to–day exchange–traded
securities were independent random variables (Bachelier 1900). He provided
little empirical evidence to support the assumption, yet his work, which also
included techniques for analysing the value of government bonds and
displaying options-related strategies, is today considered seminal14. Edgar
Peters mirrors most writers when he says Bachelier’s “thesis was
revolutionary, but largely ignored and forgotten” (Peters 1991: 15). It was
Albert Einstein's independent description that brought the solution for
Brownian motion to the attention of physicists. (Einstein 1905).
The unexpected crashes of stock markets in 1929, and the depression
that followed, stimulated mathematicians to attempt a better understanding
of market action through statistical analysis. Paul Cootner published an
anthology of quantitative analysis (1962) that became the basis for what is
known as the Efficient Market Hypothesis, which Eugene Fama later
formalised (1965). Simply stated, the Efficient Market Hypothesis assumes
that the market price of a trading security reflects all that is known about it;
the difference in price from one point in time to another, simply reflecting any
new information about the security as it becomes known. After digesting the
new information together with an assessment of the risks involved, the
collective consciousness that is the market finds an equilibrium price. This is
called the random walk version of Efficient Market Hypothesis. A random
walk is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for market efficiency. That is,
whilst market efficiency does not necessarily imply a random walk (it may be
some other process), a random walk does imply market efficiency. Such a
random walk is called Brownian motion. If Bachelier’s conjecture is correct,
as is assumed by the Efficient Market Hypothesis, prices would exhibit no
autocorrelation15 and a statistical analysis would reveal a normallydistributed, or Gaussian, probability density function (PDF)16.

13

14

15

Bachelier was a doctoral student at l’Université de Paris.of the celebrated mathematician
Henri Poincaré.
Unlike shares, whose prices are quoted as the last traded price, irrespective of when that
trade occurred, options pricing is time-dependent so their value evolves continuously,
irrespective of whether there has been a trade or not. So, the price of an option is a
continuous random variable.
Autocorerelation is used frequently in signal processing for analysing time series of
values. Informally, it is a measure of the similarity of ordinate values (such as prices)
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As a result of the discrepancy between this theoretical perspective and
his analysis of the way certain speculative prices, such as those of cotton,
moved, Benoit Mandelbrot became dissatisfied with this simplified model.
Mandelbrot is one of the significant contributors in the field and his technical
monograph summarises a unique and influential perspective built over many
decades (Mandelbrot 1997)17. His investigations showed that real markets
exhibit much larger variability, as well as greater leptokurtosis18 and skewness
than a normal distribution. He realised that the market process could be
better described by a Lévy flight.19
In addition to their distribution, markets also exhibit momentary
autocorrelations (Peinke et al. 2004). Modern econometrics and financial
engineering place considerable import on understanding such phenomena
because the increased likelihood of extreme events, both positive and
negative, indicates greater market volatility than if the markets are normally
distributed, which, in turn, would impact on risk assessment, options pricing
and portfolio theory in general. The principal statistical techniques used in
market analysis and simulation today, use Bayesian partitioning (Bolstad
2004), variable length Markov chains and Monte Carlo simulations
(Bühlmann 2000, Berg 2004) and Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) modelling (Engle 1982). There seems nothing
intrinsic in these techniques to limit the application of sonification to them
and preliminary discussions indicated that some researchers in the field are
interested in experimenting with such techniques to assist in the
comprehension of the their abstraction.20

16
17

18
19

20

over two different abscissa intervals (such as time periods). More precisely, it is the crosscorrelation of a signal with itself. Nigam (1983: 53) provides a formal definition.
This and other statistical terms are explained in more detail in Appendix 5.2XX.
Peters (1991) and Sornette (2003) are readable for the mathematically disinclined and
Mandelbrot himself has also co-written a more eclectic historical account that succeeds in
making his own perspectives more widely accessible (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2000).
Fat tails and high peaks. Also called heavy-tailed. See Appendix 3.
Named after the French mathematician Paul Pierre Lévy. If the distribution is ‘heavy
tailed’, the distance from the origin of a random walk would tend to a Lévy skew alphastable distribution. Its four parameters control location, scale skewness and kurtosis and it
is argued that Lévy flights are a more accurate, if still imperfect, model of stock-market
fluctuations. Mandelbrot, a friend and champion of the much-maligned Lévy (Mandelbot
1997:106; 430), proposed it, with α=1.7, to be that which cotton prices follow.
Personal communication with participants in the first Econophysics Colloquium, 14-18
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering Australian National University
November 2005. http://www.rsphysse.anu.edu.au/econophysics/
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6.5 Previous related sonification studies
The first users of financial market sonification were probably the bucket shop
traders who were reputed to be able to differentiate the sounds of stock codes,
and prices that followed, from the sounds made by the early stock-ticker
machines as they punched recent trading information, telegraphed from an
exchange, into a strip of paper tape (Lefèvre 1923/1994).

6.5.1

Using finance data

Janata and Childs (2004) suggest that Richard Voss may have been the first to
experiment with the sonification of historical financial data: stock prices of the
IBM corporation. This is possible, as Voss and Mandelbrot were research
collaborators in fractal mathematics at IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research
Center and he played a early seminal role in the visualisation of fractal
structures and in the analysis of the fractal dimensions of music and speech
(Voss and Clarke 1975, 1978).
Finance data was used by Kramer (1994) to demonstrate multivariate
sonification–mapping techniques. This work was later summarized and
published with sound examples (Kramer 1994b). Trading data included the
weekly closing prices from (September 1987–March 1992) of a US stock index,
a commodity futures index, a government T-bond index, the US federal funds
interest rates, and value of the US dollar. Mappings were to pitch, amplitude
and frequency modulation (pulsing and detuning), filter coefficients
(brightness) and onset time (attack). Mapping concepts include redundant
mapping and datum highlighting (beaconing).
Ben-Tal et al. (2002) sonified up to a year’s end-of-day data from two
stocks simultaneously by mapping them to perceptually distinct vowel-like
sounds of about one second duration. A single trading day was represented
as a single sound burst. The closing price for the day was mapped to the
centre frequency, and the volume of trade to the bandwidth. These values
were scaled such that the parameters for the last day of trade in each period
corresponded to a reference vowel. Closing price was mapped to the number
of sound bursts and volume to duration. They informally observed that they
could categorise high volume, high price trading days as loud, dense sounds,
while low volume, low price days were heard as pulsed rhythmic sounds.
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Brewster and Murray (2000) tested the idea that traders could use
sounds instead of line-graphs to keep track of stock trends when they are
away from the trading floor. Using personal digital assistants with limited
screen space over a wireless network, one month of (presumably intraday)
price data for a single share was mapped to pitch via MIDI note numbers.
Participants, all students whose previous trading experience was unreported,
were required to try to make a profit by buying and selling shares while
monitoring price movement with either line or sound graphs. Profits or losses
were apparently gross, as trade transaction costs appear not to have been
factored into the calculations. The experimental results showed no difference
in performance between the two modes, but participants reported a
significant decrease in workload when they used the sonification, as it
enabled them to monitor the price aurally while simultaneously using the
visual display to execute trades.
Nesbitt and Barrass (2000) also undertook a multi–modal sonification
and visualisation study of market depth, to test whether subjects could
predict the direction of the next trade. They used real data from a single
security’s order book. The visualisation used a landscape metaphor in which
bid and ask orders (to buy and sell), were ‘banked’ on either side of a river,
the width of which thus represented the size of price gap between the highest
bid and the lowest ask, known as the ‘bid-ask spread’. A wider river implied
slower flow (fewer trades) and so on. The sonification employed the
metaphor of an open-outcry market. A sampled male ‘buy’ and a female ‘sell’
voice displaying a discretely partitioned dataset (price, volume, pricedivergence) was mapped into a discretely partitioned three-dimensional
‘importance space’ (pitch, loudness, stereo-location). This experimental design
illustrates how sonification can be used to assist the apprehension of data
segmentation such as where the trajectory of a parameter under focus
changes.
Janata and Childs (2004) developed Marketbuzz as an add-on to
conventional trader’s terminals, such as those by Bloomberg, for the
sonification of real-time financial data. They used it to evaluate tasks
involving the monitoring of changes in the direction of real-time price
movements, with and without auditory or visual displays. A significant
increase in accuracy using auditory displays was reported, especially when
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traders were visually distracted by a simultaneous diversionary “numbermatching” task. Childs is possibly the most experienced researcher in the
application of sonification to monitoring real, rather than simulated, markets
as exemplified in his highlighting of significant price movements relative to
opening price, as well as of the continually changing features of Stock Options
(Childs 2005).
Mezrich, Frysinger, and Slivjanovski (1984) developed a dynamic
representation, employing both auditory and visual components, for
redundantly displaying multiple multivariate time-series. Each variable was
represented by a particular timbre. The values of the variable were mapped to
pitch. The analyst could focus on a subset of the data by interactively
brightening or muting individual variables and could play the data both
forwards and backwards. Subsets of the data could be saved and juxtaposed
next to each other in order to compare areas where the data might be similar.
In almost all cases, the sonified data performed as well as or better than the
static displays.
Simulated price and volume for a single stock were sonified in an
experiment on the orthogonality of a multivariate mapping (Neuhoff, Kramer
and Wayand 2000). Price was mapped to frequency and volume to amplitude.
The experimental task was to judge the price and volume from the sound.
Results showed that dimensional changes interacted, creating asymmetrical
perceptual distortions of the data set. The researchers admitted, however, that
their results were limited because “[t]rue market conditions produce price
and volume interactions that are not as regular as the stimuli presented…”.
Nevertheless, they reiterate a common theme of all researchers using
parameter-mapping techniques; that great care is needed when using lower
level acoustic dimensions to represent multidimensional data. Simulated
stock data have also been used by others to study participant perceptions of
data density, the number of trend reversals and point estimation (Smith and
Walker 2005, Walker and Nees 2005, Nees and Walker 2007, 2008). While
these studies are of interest from generic parameter-mapping and audiograph perspectives, it is not clear that there is anything in the findings specific
to financial data, as, unless it is generated using advanced techniques such as
those discussed in the following sections, fictional data is unlikely to exhibit
the same structural characteristics as real financial time series data. Research
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focused on the comprehensibility of auditory graphs using acoustic
parameter-mapping techniques, was critically reviewed by John Flowers
(2005).
Two other types of sonifications of securities data demonstrate different
motivations. The first is sMax, a toolkit for the auditory display of parallel
internet-distributed stock-market data for a musical installation Ciardi 1994).
sMax uses a set of Java and Max modules to enable the mapping and
monitoring of real time stock market information into recognizable musical
timbres and patterns. The second is a rendering of dynamic data specifically
for peripheral auditory monitoring of anaesthetised hospital patients. The
system reads and parses simulated real-time stock market data that it
processes through various gates and limiters to produce a changing
soundscape of complementary ecological sounds (Mauney and Walker 2004).

6.5.2

Audification

In the 1990s Steven Frysinger experimented with playing back market price
data directly as a sound waveform. He reported that he found the results
difficult to interpret, probably because the stock market does not follow
physical-acoustic resonance laws resulting in natural or ‘ecological’ sounds
that can be understood from everyday listening experience (Frysinger 1990,
2005). There appears to be no further reports of security data audification
prior to the work reported in this chapter. Chris Hayward also suggested that
another reason audification fails for arbitrary data such as stock market
figures or daily temperatures is the amount of data required, even at low
sampling rates, to make a sound with a duration long enough to reveal
valuable information to the listener (Hayward 1994).
In summarising previous work on seismic audification, Hayward
reported both Speeth’s original experiment on discriminating the seismic
sounds of earthquakes from atomic explosions and Frantti’s repeat of it with a
larger number of participants with less training and data from diverse
locations. Frantti found a lower average accuracy and a wider variance in
participant performance, which was also critically affected by the
audification’s time-compression ratio and the number of repeat audits.
Neither study used trained seismologists, nor did participants have any
interactive control (Speeth 1961, Frantti and Leverault 1965, Hayward 2002).
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Concentrating on single wavelet and quantitative questions, Hayward
indicated a number of solutions to the difficulties encountered as well as
some strategic extensions to planetary seismology in general. Florian
Dombois (2001) reported that he could hear seismological station-specific
characteristics his time-compressed audifications. He informally found that,
over time, overall information of a dynamic state was better comprehended
with audification, whereas visualization was more effective when a detailed
analysis of a single wavelet was required. He developed a unified acceleration
method to make records taken under different meteorological and seismic
conditions more compatible and in a later report on the state of research in
auditory seismology, documented several other investigations in the field in
the 1990s and much earlier (Dombois 2002a, Dombois 2002b). He reported an
increase in interest among seismologists; this is also evidenced by the recent
reporting in the popular media of the audification of stellar seismology (Gosh
2008).
Using data from a helicopter flight recorder, Pauletto and Hunt (2005)
showed that audification can be used as an equally effective alternative to
spectrograms for the discernment of complex time-series data attributes such
as noise, repetitive elements, regular oscillations, discontinuities, and signal
power. However, another empirical experiment found that the use of
audification to represent data related to the rubbing of knee-joint surfaces was
less effective at showing the difference between normal and abnormal signals
than other sonification techniques (Rangayyan et al. 2001).

6.5.3

Sonification of stochastic functions

Aside from their use in algorithmic music composition, which will be
discussed briefly at the end of the chapter, stochastic functions have received
little attention in sonification research. Perhaps the first was a study of the use
of parameter-mapping and physical model sonification in a series of
experiments in monitoring the performance of Markov chain Monte-Carlo
simulations for generating statistical data from higher dimensional
probability density functions (Hermann, Hansen and Ritter 2001). The
inclusion of some sound-generating tools in the statistical package R has the
potential to generate wider interest. The authors reference the previously
mentioned paper and also exemplify its use in tuning a parameter in the
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Hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithm (Heymann and Handsen 2002).

Informal

auditing of a technique to sonify, using amplitude modulation, crosscorrelations in irregularly spiking sequences that resemble a Poisson process
led to the postulation that the use of sonification for time series analysis is
superior to visualisation in cases where the intrinsic non-stationarity of an
experiment cannot be ruled out (Baier et al. 2005). Using audification, a
differentiation study of the perceptualisation of some statistical properties of
time series data generated using a Lévy skew alpha-stable distribution whose
four parameters control location, scale skewness and kurtosis21 found
evidence that kurtosis correlates with roughness or sharpness of which
participants were able to distinguish differences (Frauenberger, de Campo
and Eckel 2007). Time–series data were generated by shaping a uniform
distribution (white noise) with a cumulative probability density function, in a
manner similar to that used by Xenakis in his ST series of compositions
(Xenakis 1971: 136-143). This research found there to be no evidence that
skewness in their data was perceivable, which provides empirical support for
the initial findings (Worrall 2004) of the experiments outlined below.

6.6 Experiments: Audification of security returns
This experiment sought to (a) discover a way to directly audify a capital
market trading dataset that preserved its autocorrelation characteristics22 and
(b) ascertain whether such a dataset can be aurally discriminated from an
audification of a statistically equivalent uncorrelated dataset and from a
known, stochastically generated time series. The null hypothesis in each case
was that no distinction could reliably be made between the audifications.
Trading data is most frequently plotted ordinate–price against abscissa–time,
as illustrated in Figure 6.3, which clearly does not oscillate around. The task
is thus to generate a new dataset that does oscillate in such a way as to
preserve the information content, that is, the data relations, required.

21

22

This function is used in the analysis of critical behaviour and in modelling self-similarity
in financial data.
Autocorrelation is also called cross-correlation. A statistical analysis of time series data is
concerned with the distribution of values without taking into account their sequence in
time. Changing the sequence of values in a time series, known as decorrelation,
completely destroys the frequency information while keeping the statistical properties
invariant. See Appendix 3 for a longer explanation.
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6.6.1

The XAO dataset

The dataset chosen is twenty-two years (21April 1986 to 18 April 2008) of the
daily closing price of All Ordinaries Index (ticker XAO) of the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX). It is comprised of 5725 datapoints23 and shown
plotted in Figure 6.3. The first task was to is to find a way to overcome the
non-resonance problem, as discussed in Hayward (1994) and referred to
earlier in §6.5.2; one that transforms it to be suitably oscillatory while
preserving the correlational integrity of the dataset. An equivalent problem is
to be found in quantitative analysis, as observed by computer scientist
Stephen Skiena (1994):
The price of an asset as a function of time is perhaps the most natural financial
time series, but it is not the best way to manipulate the data mathematically. The
price of any reasonable asset will increase exponentially with time, but most of our
mathematical tools (e.g. correlation, regression) work most naturally with linear
functions. The mean value of an exponentially increasing time series has no
obvious meaning. The derivative of an exponential function is exponential, so
day-to-day changes in price have the same unfortunate properties.

The method chosen was to convert the data to market returns. For an asset
whose price changed from pt at time t to pt +! t at time t + ! t , the simple linear
return Rlin is defined as

Rlin = pt +! t " pt

Because prices tend to move exponentially over longer timeframes time,
that is, in percentage terms, a better measure than Rlin is the ratio of
successive price differences to the initial prices. These ratios are known as net
linear returns (Sornette 2003:36):

Rnet =

pt +! t " pt
pt

Figure 6.4 is a plot of net returns of the XAO dataset, generated using the code
in Appendix 6.1. The insert is of the first 500 samples, as in the insert in
Figure 6.3. Table 6.1 summarises the statistical properties of these returns,
clearly showing that they are not normally distributed. The single largest Net
Return, clearly visible in and Figure 6.4 was on 20 October 1987 (“black”
Tuesday), the largest one-day percentage decline in stock market history.24
The difference between this largest minimum and the second-largest
23

24

The XAO is the broad Australian market indicator, a composite of the 500 largest
companies, weighted by capitalisation, which are listed on the exchange. Contextual
details are available at http://www.asx.com.au/research/indices/description.htm
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Monday_(1987)
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minimum is 62% of the total returns space. This is clearly illustrated in the
histogram of Figure 6.5, which illustrates the frequency of net returns; the
single minimum and second-largest minimum are circled but barely visible.

Figure 6.3. Graph of 22 years of XAO datapoints. The detail is of the 1st 2 years. 25

Figure 6.4. A plot of XAO net returns.

#samples

min sample

max sample

arith. mean

variance

skewness

kurtosis

5725

-0.333204213

0.058862074

2.174884e04

9.568588e-05

-7.6491182

241.72988

Table 6.1. Statistics for XAO net returns.

25

All plots are produced from within SoniPy using matplotlib. Code can be found in
Appendix 4.
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Figure 6.5. A histogram of net returns that illustrates the proportion of the dataspace
allocated to a single negative outlier.

As the use of the audification technique in this context is to aurally compare
this dataset with an uncorrelated dataset with the same statistical
characteristics, moving a single sample will not only not invalidate the
experiment but enhance the perceptibility, because it will make fuller use of
the audio amplitude space and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
So, despite its anecdotal interest, an ‘audacious’ clipping the largest
minimum sample to that of the second-largest minimum, was performed and
the resulting returns plotted in Figure 6.6 and the resulting histogram is show
in Figure 6.7, which illustrates both the skewness and kurtosis of the dataset,
when compared to a normal distribution. The size of the sample-bins of this
histogram is kept constant those to those of the Figure 6.5 histogram by
decreasing the number of bins. Of interest is the asymmetry of the outliers (the
data at the extremities): there are more of the negative variety than positive,
and negative ones exist further from the mean; even more so when
considering this is the clipped dataset. Audio Example 1 is the direct
audification of the clipped dataset.
For comparison, the net returns are decorrelated (by randomsing the
time order of the samples). Figure 6.8 shows the plots of both the correlated
and decorrelated datasets. A number of features are visually apparent. Both
have long tails but they appear more evenly distributed throughout the
decorrelated dataset, contributing to its more chaotic visual appearance,
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whilst the correlated dataset appears to have periods of increasing
(trapezoid), low (circle), and ramped (diamond) volatility.

Figure 6.6 Plot of XAO net returns, clipped so as to be suitable for audification.

Figure 6.7. Histogram of the clipped net returns with a simulated normal
distribution with the same standard deviation and number of datum is overlayed for
comparison.

Figure 6.8. A plot of the correlated (top) and decorrelated net returns.
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6.6.2

Experiment 1

In order to test whether the raw and decorrelated data sets could be
distinguished aurally, a number of chunks of audio were prepared with the
same number of samples as the Net Returns:
A. Uniformly distributed

B.

Normally

C. Decorrelated Net Returns

D. Net Returns

distributed

(Gaussian)

Audio 6.1 A sequence of four differently formed chunks of audio noises repeated
four times for evaluative comparison.

These can be heard four times at a sample rate of 8 kHz (in the order A-B-CD) in AudioExample01. Each audio chunk is approx. 0.7 seconds duration.
There is a one-second gap between each chunk and a three-second gap
between repeats. The following informal observations can be made:
• The uniformly distributed noise (A) is clearly distinguishable from the
Gaussian (B). This distinction is unsurprising: it is that between white
and band-limited noise in electronic music parlance. As would be
expected, the uniformly random noise sounds “brighter” because of the
comparatively greater prevalence of higher frequencies.
• The raw and decorrelated returns (D and C) are clearly distinguishable
from A and B: Qualitatively, they sound rougher or grainier, and they
have less evenly distributed spectral energy than A or B. This can be
interpreted as a result of the increase kurtosis, as reported earlier
(Frauenberger de Campo and Eckel 2007).
• The use of an 8 kHz sampling rate was used after some initial
experimentation with phigher and lower values. There appears to be an
optimalisation compromise between longer duration and higher
frequencies.

6.6.3

Experiment 2

A second experiment was conducted to ascertain whether or not the raw and
decorrelated chunks could be aurally distinguished from each other. Another
differently decorrelated returns (E) was generated in the same manner
described for C, above, and three files were prepared with the following
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sequences in which the original raw returns (D) was placed in first second
and third place respectively:
File 1. D-C-E

File 2. C-D-E

File 3. C-E-D

Audio 6.2 Three sequences each of three audio chunks, two of which (C & E) are
decorrelated versions of the Net Returns (D).

These files can be found on the accompanying CD as AudioExamples02–04.
The listening task, on random presentation of these audio files, was to
determine, in each case, which of the three chunks sounded different from the
other two. This was found to be (informally) possible, though a harder task
than that of Experiment 1, and more dependent on a narrower band of
sampling rates. Above 8kHz the characteristics described earlier seem to
disappear. Below 3-4kHz the roughness created by the individuation of largevalued samples meant that the principal means of identifying the raw returns
was probably more by its invariance across all chunk presentations than by
direct chunk comparison. Between 4 kHz and 8 kHz sampling rate, a distinct,
though subtle, amplitude modulation is observable in the raw returns that
seems not to be present in the decorrelated ones.

6.6.4

Experiments 1 and 2: observations

The observation of amplitude modulation in the raw Returns in Experiment 2
suggests an empirical study to isolate the determining factors might be useful.
This would require the preparation of additional, unrelated, raw returns
datasets of the same sample size. In these experiments, sample rates were
chosen heuristically as no other method for determining them was known.
Yet the choice clearly influences the perceptibility of pattern, as was also
observed by Dombois in his seismic audification studies (2002b).
It appears that the simple technique of using Net Returns is correlationpreserving and that this correlation is aurally perceivable, so it may be
possible to apply the same technique to other similarly-structured time-series
datasets. An interesting extension study would be the application of the
technique to the functional simulations of financial-market-like time-series, an
active field of econometric investigation in which large datasets can be
generated when needed.
The effect of the size of the dataset also needs to be isolated, as, whether
or not higher sampling rates on larger datasets reveal more or other
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distinguishing features is currently not known. Although the directness of
audification makes it appealing as a technique, more might be gained through
the use of other less ‘data hungry’ techniques, in consideration of which
Mapping Experiments 3 and 4 and 5 were designed using the datasets of
Experiment 1.

6.7 Experiment: Homomorphic mapping sonification
This experiment was designed to test a simple proposition: That the four
datasets of Experiment 1 could be identified as distinct datasets under
homomorphic mapping into pitch-time auditory space. The four datasets are
A. Uniformly distributed dataset B. Normal (Gaussian) distributed dataset
C. The set of XAO Net Returns

D. The set decorrelated XAO Net Returns

A homomorphic mapping is one in which the changes in a dimension of
the auditory space track changes in a variable in the dataset, with only as few
mediating translations as are necessary for comprehension (Kramer 2004b:
26), and was discussed more fully in chapter 2. In this experiment, time in the
dataset was mapped to time in the auditory display and sample value was
mapped to pitch deviation (both positive and negative) from a centre
frequency. A csound instrument, illustrated in Figure 6.9, was constructed to
produce this mapping.
Structurally, this is a basic frequency modulation instrument in which an
ADSR26 for controlling modulation index is replaced by a sample buffer of the
AIFF samples. These samples, which can be read directly from an audio file,
are used sequentially to control the frequency deviation from a user-defined
centre ‘reference’ carrier frequency. Figure 6.10 shows a MacCsound
controller interface to this sample modulator. It provides a flexible means for
heuristically adjusting the dimensional mappings. The setting shown is for
frequency-modulating a 440Hz tone over a range of four octaves at the rate of
480 modulations per minute from the Net Returns distribution. Code 6.1
shows the csound implementation. Full implementation tools are available on
the accompanying disk in the Experiment3 folder.

26

Computer music parlance: An ADSR is an Attach-Delay-Sustain-Release envelope
shaper, a common tool for controlling the amplitude evolution of computed sounds.
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Figure 6.9. A graphic illustration of the csound instrument used for the
homomorphic mappings experiments.

Figure 6.10. User interface of the sampling FM instrument.
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; ----------------------- SAMPLING FREQUENCY-MODULATION INSTRUMENT --------; For reading audiofile into table so samples can be used as Freq Modulators
sr
= 44100
kr
= 4410
ksmps
= 10
ga1 init 0
; init a global audio receiver/mixer
instr 1 ; ---------------------- INSTRUMENT 1 ---------------------------;
----------- controller inputs ---------------------------------------kgain
invalue
"gain"
; render time - if possible
kspread
invalue
"spread"
; get pitch spread from slider
kCentreHz invalue
"centreHz"
; centre freq
ktempo
itempo

invalue
"tempo"
= 60/i(ktempo)/2

; get tempo from slider
; get tempo from slider

kNoiseOffset
= 3
; weird listIndex of noisetypes
kNoiseType invalue "noiseType"
; choose which type is rendered
kNoiseTypet
= kNoiseType + kNoiseOffset ; weird indexing
iNoiseType
= 3 + i (kNoiseType)
kNrSamples invalue "nrSamples"
iNrSamples = 2 * i(kNrSamples)
kmixpercent
;

; get Nr samples to render
; Nr samples in the file

invalue "reverb"

; NB is also fed to reverb instr.
; To control OP % of dry signal
--------------------------------------------

----------- FM component
kCount
= 0
;
Create an index into the GEN01 sampleArray to be ++ed accord to tempo.
kcps init 1/(iNrSamples * itempo) ; Nrsamples in the file; 5725
kndx phasor kcps
; kndx=(0-1) norm(sampTable (index))
kCount = kCount +1
; pick new samp every ‘beat’
printks "\nknsx = %f, ", 10, kndx
ktabOP
tab kndx, iNoiseType, 1
kFreq = kCentreHz * powoftwo (kspread/2 * ktabOP/12)
; printks "Count=%6.1f tableVal= %5.3f Freq=%5.3f\n",kCount,1,ktabOP, kFreq
a1 oscili kgain,
kFreq, 1
; Sine: tableValss to FM centreHz.
out a1 * 1-(kmixpercent/100)
; and output the result
ga1 = ga1 + a1
; OP to global buff
endin
instr 2 ; ---------------------- INSTRUMENT 2 ---------------------------;
----------- controller inputs/outputs -------------------------------kgain
invalue "gain"
; gain of FM samples
kgainPcnt invalue "regisGain"
; %FM samp. gain for tick registrats

kregisGain = kgain * kgainPcnt/100
kregisRate
invalue
"regisRate" ; repeat rate of ticks
kspread invalue
"spread"
; get pitch spread in ST
kCentreHz invalue
"centreHz"
; centre freq
outvalue "lowerHz", kCentreHz - powoftwo (kspread/24)
outvalue "upperHz", kCentreHz + powoftwo (kspread/24)
a1 oscil kregisGain, kregisRate,1
; FM kCentrHz by set amount
a1 oscili a1,
kCentreHz, 1
; A sine, using centreHz.
endin
instr 99 ;
--------- INSTRUMENT 99 -- REVER B--------------------kreverbtime invalue
"reverbTime"
kmixpercent invalue
"reverb"
a3 reverb ga1, kreverbtime
; reverberate whatever is in ga1
out a3 * (kmixpercent/100)
; and output the result
ga1 = 0
; empty receiver for next pass
endin
Code 6.1 The csound instrument used to implement sampling frequency modulation
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With this controller, it is possible to dynamically adjust the pitch spread and
centre frequency during audition. In addition to the sample modulator, the
sonification also uses has a simple audio ‘tick’ registration tone generator that
acts as an auditory reminder of the upper, lower and central limits of the
current render. Both its frequency-of-occurrence (secsBtwn) and relative
loudness (%gain) are adjustable.
AudioExamples05–09

provide

various

sonic

realisations

of

the

homomorphic mappings of the Net Returns samples generated for
Experiments 1 and 2:
A. Uniformly distributed dataset
C. The set of XAO Net Returns

B. Normally distributed dataset
D. The set of decorrelated C.

For consistency, all are rendered with the settings illustrated in Figure 6.10:
• AudioExample05 is a series of twenty-second ‘snapshots’ of each of the
four sample sets A, B C and D.
• AudioExample06 is of A.
• AudioExample07 is of B
• AudioExample08 is of C.
• AudioExample09 is of D.
Audio 6.3 Audio examples of four audifications: uniform, normal, net returns and
decorrelated net returns.

6.7.1

Experiment 3: observations

The following characteristics appear invariant under both translation
(transposition) and linear scaling of the gamut if the standard psychophysical
non-linearities, such as Fletcher-Munson equal loudness contours (Cook 1999)
are allowed for:
•

The difference between A, and B is easily noticeable, at least to a musically
trained listener, as it was in the audification experiments, discussed
earlier.

•

The homomorphic mapping of A can be observed to be evenly spread
across the pitch gamut, while the Normal distribution B can be observed
to be more closely clustered around the centre of the gamut, the mean.

•

C and D are noticeably different to A and B. Whilst both C and D appear
to have short trending auto-correlative sequences, those of C (the net
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returns) appear more consistently and when they do they appear to last
for longer periods of time.
An attempt to ‘enhance’ the homomorphic mappings by smoothing the
sample transitions using bandpass filtering and reverberation, added noisy
artifacts that were distracting, not enhancing. This had been anticipated on the
basis that such signal processors are designed for inputs with complex
spectra, not simple sine-tone modulated signals, but it was useful to confirm
that the ‘starkness’ of the carrier sine-tone with acoustic transients created by
the transitions between the modulating data samples, created a superior
sonification with less perceptual dissonance, than the results of using of a
complex timbre, as a conventional musical aesthetic might suggest.

6.8 Experiment: Parameter mapping of intra-day data
The opportunity to work with intraday data trading engine data was afforded
by an exploratory project with the Capital Markets Cooperative Research
Centre27, a private-sector/university partnership, through a formal agreement
between the parties. The CMCRC had had some prior experience of a
dynamic visualisation of intra-day trading engine data, which they reported
their clients had found attractive as a foyer exhibit. Their initial noncommittal position regarding the potential usefulness of sonification was
qualified by their appreciation of the possible application for the visually
challenged, so they were intrigued enough to fund a pilot study. They were
not, at least initially, inclined to engage on a specific collaborative task28, so a
broad question was agreed to, namely:
Can the sonification of data from the capital markets provide data domain
experts and others with insights into activity in these markets not afforded by
other display techniques?

6.8.1

The complete dataset

The complete dataset contains one financial quarter of a time-sequenced
trading engine log of a generic market: approximately 5 Gigabytes of ASCII
characters, in flat–file format. Structurally, this dataset is a multiplexion of all
the on–market TRADEs with the incremental adjustments to the orderbooks
of approximately 3000 trading instruments. It had to be extensively cleaned
27
28

http://www.cmcrc.com/
This appears to not be an unusual scenario.
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before being statistically analysable in preparation for sonification. While the
task was very time-consuming and laborious, it was essential to achieving a
workable database. It also provided something of an opportunity to get to
know the data itself before attempting to sonify it, the importance of which
was discussed earlier (§5.2). Appendix 5 outlines the resultant dataset’s
Metadata Specification.
The data cleaning method was to iteratively develop and modify a series
of

active

filters

built

around

Python’s regular

expression-matching

capabilities, until one day’s data parsed correctly. Most of the data from other
days then required only minor adjustments to the filters; however, another
day’s data was particularly corrupt, and required extensive ‘personal’
attention. The final filter code is listed in Appendix 6.2. It does not reveal
process used to arrive at it, nor the superiority of an interpreted rather than
compiled language for undertaking such incremental fastidiousness.
Some of the limitations imposed to make the dataset generic ruled out
certain types of internal comparisons, such as day–of–week, GICS29 market
sector or index membership, meaning that it was not possible to group these
securities by other than by abstracted statistical characteristics such as value
and frequency of trades.

6.9 Experiment 4: Information Sonification: $value at
Time30
The aim of Experiment 4 was to provide a means by which a musically-naïve
listener31 could aurally observe something of the nature and extent of the way
value, measured in monetary terms, changed ownership during a trading
day. There is no simple relationship between the traded price of an individual
unit of a security and that of an individual unit of another security32.
However, one way to meaningfully compare securities being traded is by
comparing the monetary value of trades ($value hereafter). To effect this

29
30

31
32

Global Industry Classification Standard. See Footnote 5.
Experiment 4, as reported here, was preceded by a trial of mapping each <securityID>’s
trades at each moment into a 2D (frequency, amplitude) that then became a component of
the overall spectrum for that moment in time.
That is, to use sound relationships which do not require musical training to identify.
Because the actual $price is related to the number units of a security a company has on
issue, not to the value of each of such units.
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sonification, intraday TRADE33 data was adapted to a model of $value; that is,
one that reflects the relative importance of trades involving various amounts
of a finite resource (money). Without wishing to overstress the point, the task
is thus of the sonification of (human-valued) information.
The sonification task
To sequentially sonify the total $value of all TRADES
at each second in the trading day.
Perceptually, the size of an object is habitually related to its mass, as
evidenced by the surprise when picking up a large piece of pumice.
Portentous objects and events in the natural world are more usually
associated with lower-pitched, less frequent sounds. For example, there
appears to be many more small birds than large ones, and so on.34. A basic
statistical analysis of the TRADE data reveals proportionally fewer high-$value
trades than low-$value trades, indicating that $value is in line with the
principles outlined, as symbolically illustrated in Figure 6.11.
Similarly, there appears to be an inverse relationship between the
duration of an event type and its frequency (of occurrence). When compared to
smaller events, larger events in the same domain occur less often and last for
a longer period of time than smaller ones: the snap of a twig is more frequent
and shorter than the crash of a tree, the scurry of mice more frequent than a
stampede of elephants etc. So, when sonifying larger $valued trades at lower
frequencies, it is necessary to increase their relative duration, comparatively.
These generalised relationships are also in evidence in the evolution of
the

logarithmic

‘mappings’

between

psychophysical,

physical

and

psychological phenomena. For example, it takes longer for the pitch of sound
in the range of 30–50 Hz to be determined than it does for a pitch in the 300–
500 Hz range. A similar psychological relationship can be observed in
changes in perceived financial value; accounting for why $value is measured
in the percentage gain or loss rather than in absolute amounts. This
exponential relationship is also in evidence in the distribution of $value
between securities in the market as a whole, as illustrated in Figure 6.12.
33

34

Capitalised words are Order Types and words enclosed with < and > are Order Type
Fields as defined in the Metadata specification for the CM generic dataset.
For an expanded description of these phenomena as they relate to film, see Branigan
(1989).
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smaller

¢¢

objects

$value

larger

$$

higher

pitch

lower

Figure 6.11. Symbolic representation of the relationship between size, value and
pitch

less

more
number of trades

Figure 6.12. The distribution of $value traded for individual securities in a single
trading day. Shading indicates the number of TRADEs for each security.

So, for the reasons just outlined, in this experiment, a proportional inverse
mapping was applied between sound frequency and the total $value of all
trades at each moment in the trading day. The psychoacoustic mapping as are
illustrated in Figure 6.13 between pitch and duration, and in Figure 6.14,
between a tone’s onset–time and pitch.
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number of events / second (tempo)

pitch

high

low

duration
$value !

1
frequency

the lower the tone,
the longer the tone,
the larger the trade.

Figure 6.13 The principle information mappings $value is inversely–proportional to
pitch and the lower the tone the longer the duration. Notice that the pitch (green
line) is linear, implying and exponential frequency scale.

pitch

amplitude

low

the lower the pitch,
the slower the onset time.
high

duration (msec)

Figure 6.14 A second psychoacoustic adjustment: larger $value trades (lower–
pitched) have slower onset–times in keeping with physical characteristics of
material resonators.

A further psychoacoustic adjustment made was a very basic ‘inverse Fletcher–
Munson curve of equal loudness‘; mapped to counter–balance the known
psychoacoustic phenomena that the centre of the pitch gamut of human
hearing is more amplitude–sensitive than the extremes (Mathews 1999;
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Roederer 1973: 71-82). A more detailed illustration of this relationship is
shown in Figure 6.15, below.

Figure 6.15 Fletcher Munson curves of equal loudness (left) and its inverse. Used for
basic of frequency-dependent adjustment of amplitude to counterbalance this
hearing non-linearity.35=

6.9.1

Data subset and sound rendering

The dataset for Experiment 4 is subset of a single metadata type (TRADE) of
the complete dataset. This subset is used sequentially, day–at–a–time, second–
at–a–time so the data can be extracted from the flat–file format in a single
pass, thus not requiring the need for a separate, more sophisticated,
persistence (database) model. This criterion would not change even if the
technique were to be applied to a buffered real-time data feed. The subset
extraction code is shown in Appendix 6.3.
The csound instrument used to render this new dataset to sound was
designed for straightforward fine adjustment of the acoustic–psychoacoustic
relationships. For the purpose of these experiments no graphical user–
interface was implemented, though the one used in Experiment 2 could be
easily adapted. Code 6.2 shows the shows the instrument itself and the head
of the control (score) file, including the first 30 seconds of data to be rendered.
Loading the instrument with the psychoacoustic adjustment tasks, rather than
using an inflexible renderer and a pre–calculated score, affords rapid iterative
adjustment of an essentially very basic instrument: the emphasis being on
clarity of articulation rather than complexity of timbre.
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Images From http://www.audioholics.com/education/acoustics-principles/physicstutorial-2-the-physics-of-hearing/ were screen-scraped without permission and adjusted.
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; instrument for playing score made using csnd.py.cSoundScore(adict)
sr = 44100
kr = 4410
ksmps = 10
nchnls = 1
instr 1 ; ----------- simple sine instrument with ADSR -------------ifreq
= 2048
kampScale = 25
; post 1stPB-adjust for max PB amp.
;
val used = EOFoverallAmps=28148.7
p5=p5/4
; post 1stPB, push the freq spect up a M3
kmaxamp = kampScale *(1200 - (1100*p5/ifreq))
; p5 =
frequency
p3
= (p3*0.9) + (0.1*ifreq/p5)
; p3 = dur
idur
= 1/p3
; oscil freq = 1/dur
kenv linseg 0, 0.01,1, P3-.01, 0
; alternate for softer attack use f2=1st 1/2 sine
; kenv
oscil 1, idur, 2
asig oscili kenv, p5, 1
; sine
out asig * kmaxamp
endin
; scorefile for rendering sumVAT001. sums$value@time. made with
sumVAT.py
; choose
;t
0
;t
0
t
0
;t
0
f
1
f
2
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
e

one tempo (in BPM)
60
; 1 x time compression:
720 ; 12 x time compression:
1800 ; 30 x time compression:
3600 ; 60 x time compression:
0
16384
10
1
0
16384
9
.5
1
0
1.0 1.0
633.431607803
7
1.0 1.0
7874.78575632
8
1.0 1.0
8162.64188795
10
1.0 1.0
8162.64188614
13
1.0 1.0
8075.19729843
16
1.0 1.0
8104.24089335
17
1.0 1.0
8104.24088033
18
1.0 1.0
8162.64187037
19
1.0 1.0
7988.6893679
20
1.0 1.0
8133.38893143
23
1.0 1.0
8046.25763285
24
1.0 1.0
8162.64184986
25
1.0 1.0
8162.64184804
26
1.0 1.0
8133.38890612
27
1.0 1.0
8162.64184414
29
1.0 1.0
8075.19713194

5
5
2
1

sec = 1 scond
sec = 1 minute
sec = 1 minute
sec = 1 minute
; sinw
0 ; ½ sine 4soft envelope

Code 6.2 csound instrument and first 30 seconds of the scorefile for rendering a
$value TRADEs for Experiment 4.

Sonifications with capital market trading data
AudioExamples10, 11 and 12 are each of 30 seconds duration with the same
data (from Market Open) but with different temporal compressions, as
indicated in Audio 6.4. AudioExample13 is a rendering of the entire day’s
TRADEs at a ratio of 1: 60. That is, 1 second represents 1 minute of TRADEs.
• AudioExample10.

30 secs. Compression ratio:

1: 1 (realtime)

• AudioExample11

30 secs. cRatio :

1:12

• AudioExample12

30 secs. cRatio:

1:30

• AudioExample13

Entire Day Compression ratio:

1:60(1 sec=1min)

Audio 6.4 Audio examples of the $value sum of the total market, moment–to–
moment. Durations as time compression ratios are indicated.

6.9.2

Experiment 4: observations

AudioExamples10, 11 and 12 are provided to contextualise AudioExample13,
the rendering of a full day’s data at a 1:60 compression. 1:60 was chosen
because (a) it is under the temporal ‘fission boundary’ for all frequencies of
human hearing (Bregman 1994: 58–73) and (b) it is easy to identify the
temporal occurrence of characteristics by watching a clock: one minute of
audio is equivalent to one hour of trading. A trading day is six hours (10am–
4pm), so one day’s trading data can be listened to in six minutes.36.
Described informationally, AudioExample13 presents a fluctuating,
almost–continuous stream of small $value TRADEs (high frequencies)
interspersed occasionally with those of larger $value. There are five high
$value TRADEs, at the beginning of the day spaced five minutes apart. At the
end, there are two, after a few seconds silence, the first of which is very $value
large.
Each of the five large $value indications occur on Market Open. That is,
the market is sequentially opened for trading in five groups, five minutes
apart.37 The initial TRADEs occurring simultaneously on a group’s opening
are a combination of those TRADEs identified in the orderbooks as Market–
36

37

Such a compression rate is likely to offer a significant advance on the ability to represent
individual datapoints on one screen of a visual display. single screen 6 x 60 x 60 = 21,600
pixels. For a monitor with a horizontal dimension of 12 inch, this translates to the need for
1800 pixels/inch, while the resolution of the eye is approx. 1200.
This ‘orderly open’ approach is to mitigate against the risk of a trading engine crash when
opening in a volatile environment. On the ASX, while an individual security always
belongs to the same group, the order of opening is randomised in an attempt to suppress
the exploitation of this ‘feature’.
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On–Open TRADEs and those that are initiated by brokers’ trading software
‘triggering stops’ in the pre–market–open price–discovery phase.
Following Market Close, a ‘price–determination’ process is initiated in
which the closing prices of all securities are calculated. Of the two large
$value indicators that occur at the end of the day, the first represents the
value of those TRADEs marked as <Market–On–Close>. In addition to the
trades that occur ‘on-market’, brokers are permitted to trade between
themselves without going through the exchange’s trading engine, with the
requirement that such trades must be registered through the engine within a
short period of the market closing. The last $value indication is of the
registration of those off-market trades.
While there was an expectation of an exponentially greater proportion of
lower $value TRADEs than higher, the proportion of low–valued trades
seemed out of proportion even to those expectations. An investigation of the
reasons for this phenomenon initiated Experiment 5.

6.10

Experiment: Sonification of market volatility

An initial attempt was made to simultaneously sonify the TRADE data of
individual securities by using the $value of each security’s TRADE data when
it occurred. This resulted in each TRADE contributing a component frequency
to the overall spectrum comprised of all such TRADEs for that moment in
time38. AudioExample14 presents the results. AudioExample15, applies the
same techniques, except that all trades lower than $2000 value were filtered
out, which accounts for the lower pitch.
• AudioExample14

Entire Day cRatio: 1:60 (1 sec=1min)

• AudioExample15

Entire Day cRatio: 1:60 (filter $value <$2000)

Audio 6.5 Audio examples of the use of simultaneous $value TRADEs to contribute
to the composition of an evolving spectrum.

As for Experiment 4, the results were difficult to interpret, and appeared
unsatisfactory for the same reasons. What was needed was a more detailed
understanding of the structure of an order becoming a TRADE. To undertake
38

These preliminary experiments, as exemplified by AudioExamples 14 and 15, were
actually conducted prior to the commencement of Experiment 4, but they are reported
here as they contributed to the results of Experiment 5.

Sonifications with capital market trading data
the analysis to effect that, the data had to be made accessible in a manner
appropriate for the analysis intended. It was not clear whether or not such
analysis would have to include data other than TRADEs and so it was
decided to store all the records in a single database. The first approach was to
use a relational model39 with a local mySQL server accessed via pySQL, the
Python wrapper API. However process became difficult to manage as search
times were unacceptable. The standard technique for this kind of problem in
relational-database management is to create additional tables of indices (key,
pointers) to reduce the query–response time (Coronel 2000: 89). These
additional tables increase the size of the database as a whole. The technique
was applied progressively in order to optimise the query–time/database–size
configuration, but the model could not deliver query–times low enough to
permit real-time rendering of the 1:60 time compression required. Perhaps,
with continual refinement, a workable solution may have been found but the
relational approach was eventually abandoned and an object-oriented b-tree
structure was adopted, using HDF540 through the pyTables API. Code for
translating the data to HDF5 is listed in Appendix 4.4.
A TRADE order type contains a number of fields41. Using the now more–
easily–accessed data, analysis revealed long sequences of the following
behaviour (in multiple securities simultaneously): Many small–$value
TRADEs were initiated as Market Orders by a single trader through the same
broker, either for accumulating or distributing holdings of security at the BID
or ASK price. A plausible explanation for this pattern is that by so ‘hitting the
bid’ or ‘ask’, these TRADEs remain relatively undetected by all except those
with realtime access to the trading engine data42. When another trader entered
the market ‘significantly’ on the same side, or when the price, or activity in
the orderbook changed significantly, the sequence was often broken,
sometimes to resume, sometimes not. Figure 6.16 graphically illustrates the
39
40

41
42

See Chapter 4 §4.3.2.2 for a discussion of the pro’s and con’s of different database models..
Hierarchical Data Format library version 5, (HDF5) is a versatile, mature scientific
software library designed at NCSA supercomputing facility for the fast, flexible storage of
enormous amounts of data. It provides a robust way to store data, organized by name in a
tree-like fashion. With HDF5, extremely large datasets (hundreds of gigabytes in size) are
organized in a filesystem-like hierarchy using containers called "groups" an accessed
using the traditional POSIX /path/to/resource syntax.
see Appendix 5.3 for a description of the metadata structure of the trading–engine data.
Because, being ‘At Market’ TRADEs they can pass into and out of the order book almost
instantaneously, without significantly shifting the BID or ASK price. An auditory alert
would be an ideal way of drawing attention to such events.
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structure through which the TRADEs were traced in order to arrive at this
explanation. The activity described has the characteristics of computer-based
algorithmic trading; in small amounts, presumably by broking firms that are
not paying for each individual TRADE, in an attempt to avoid detection by
the ‘suppliers’ of the other side of the TRADE; such knowledge in some
situations, being sufficient to trigger a repositioning of their TRADEs in the
market to their better advantage.
TRADING ENGINE

Trading Data
Flow Regulation

<FINIS>
INDIVIDUAL SECURITY DATA
TRADING STATUS
<CONTL>
<FIELD>

COURSE-OF-SALES
<TRADE>

META-TAG FILTER
<CONTL>
<FIELD>

ORDER-BOOK
ACTIVE

HISTORICAL

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<TRADE>

BID

BID

ASK

ASK

Figure 6.16 A graphic illustration of part of the HDF5 file structure used to trace the
movent ot TRADE orders.

In order to provide a better representation of the way prices were fluctuating
this small TRADE ‘dispersion’ characteristic of the dataset needed to be
contained, or managed–whether or not the explanation just given is accurate
or not, so an accumulation filter was applied, as follows. All trades in a
security at the same price were accumulated in a buffer and the accumulated
$value was sonified only when the price changed. Thus, this sonification
became, in effect a monitor of market volatility: If the price of a security didn’t
change, it would not be sonified. It was necessary to implement inter–day
buffers to accommodate this type of situation. Figure 6.17 graphically
illustrates this process.

Sonifications with capital market trading data

+/
Figure 6.17 A graphic representation of the filter applied to TRADE data for the
Experiment 5 sonifications. $value TRADEs in a security are accumulated until the
price changes, at which point the accumulated value is sonified. On the LHS, The
dark-green circles represent trades sonified without accumulation because price has
changed beforehand. The smaller light-green circles represent TRADEs that are
accumulating (+/). The RHS illustrates the overall result.

In order to demonstrate distribution of $value of ‘Trades’43 in using the
accumulation

technique

just

outlines,

AudioExample16,

17

and

18

demonstrate the rendered results, with various setting of the filter. Figure 6.18
is a graphic representation of the relationship between them, including that
the pitch gamut of AudioExamples17 and 18 are adjusted to be the same as
AudioExample16, thus enabling a direct comparison of the distribution of
$value in each of the ranges.
• AudioExample16 All trades (No filter)(full day)

cRatio: 1:60

• AudioExample17 All trades of $value>$10K (30min)

cRatio: 1:60

• AudioExample18 All trades of $value>$50K (30min

cRatio: 1:60

Audio 6.6 Three examples of cumulative TRADE data, with $value filters, as shown.

>$10K

$ALL

>$50K

$1
0K

Figure 6.18 A graphic representation of the filtering of cumulative TRADEs below
$10K and $50K and rescaling the results to the same pitch gamut before rendering.

43

As the accumulation of TRADEs is not a TRADE , the term ‘Trade’ is used.
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6.10.1

Experiment 5: observations

The opening is clearly audible, though because of the accumulation technique
employed, the five Market On Open events are less pronounced. The middle
of the day clearly has less activity – lunchtime perhaps – and the increased
activity and volatility towards the end of the trading day is quite noticeable,
especially in the last fifteen or twenty minutes of trading. On some days there
are two Market On Close events, as discussed, however on the day presented
in this example, there is only one. There is still a preponderance of smaller–
$value Trades, but they appear more realistically weighted than in the
previous experiments. The volatility of the market can be easily inferred from
this mapping, and overall, the technique seems to work well.

6.11
Experiment: Separation of conflicting
conceptual mappings
One further experiment was undertaken with the cumulative mapping
technique employed in Experiment 5. A sonification event only occurs when
the price changes so, to each event a second pitch was appended to indicate
whether the TRADE that triggered the sonification event was a downward or
upward movement in <price>. The pitch of that tone was made higher when
the <price> increased and lower when it decreased; the size of the interval
between the two tones indicating the extent of the price difference.
AudioExamples 19, 20 and 21 demonstrate the technique.
• AudioExample19

First hour of trading

cRat: 1:60

• AudioExample20

Middle of Day(12h30-13h30)

cRat: 1:60

• AudioExample21

Last hour of trading

cRat: 1:60

Audio 6.7 Three examples of cumulative TRADE data appended be a shift in pitch to
indicate whether the <price> of the following trade had increased or decreased and
to what extent. A higher pitch indicates that the price rose.

6.11.1

Experiment 6: observations

There appears to be no difficulty in cognitively separating the two opposing
mapping paradigms when they are superimposed. Having had the concepts
explained to them, several people were asked informally where or not they
could describe whether a specific event was higher or lower in $value than
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the previous and whether the TRADE following was higher or lower in
pricee. None appeared to have any difficulty in separating the two
paradigms. In fact, when it was pointed out that the two superimposed
conceptual mappings were opposed psychoacoustically, most of those tested
expressed surprise, indicating that they hadn’t noticed.
This informal experiment illustrates that it is possible for superimposed
concepts to be easily separated cognitively even when mapping of the two
paradigms into the same psychoacoustic space is opposed: intention, that is
information, can take precedence over perception and sensation when given
the conditions to do so.

6.12

Summary

A number of techniques were explored in the experiments reported in this
chapter. A new technique for the audification of securities market data by
sonifying net market returns seemed to preserve the autocorrelation in the
data that could be aurally detected. A lack of sufficient data to provide for
extended listening was compensated for by the use of a frequencymodulation

homomorphic

mapping

technique

and

the

apparent

distinctiveness of net returns from related datasets suggests that rigorous
empirical testing of both techniques would be worthwhile.
The opportunity to work with a relatively large high-frequency data set
was useful in testing the application of the SoniPy framework paradigm in the
domain that traditional music composition software is the weakest; namely,
the handling of external multivariate datasets. While the tools and techniques
for handling large multiplexed datasets is not uniquely a sonification
problem, the special skills that it requires need to be acquired for such
sonifications to be possible. These experiments served to emphasise the
flexibility of using an interpreted language when searching for solution rather
than just coding a well-defined algorithm. The extensive collection of data
handling tools SoniPy provided access to worked extremely well, both
individually and in tandem. In fact, the exploratory techniques needed to
clean, and then search and manipulate such a dataset would have been
prohibitively arduous without them.
In the $value experiments, the conceptual mapping techniques
employed using high levels of psychoacoustic redundancy seemed to work
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well, especially those sonifying market volatility. The lack of cognitive
dissonance when two opposing conceptual paradigms were superimposed
was a clear indication of the power of intention, that is, a seeking of
information, over perception and sensation, given conducive conditions.

